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Estimation of Residual Energy in a Wireless Sensor Networks

Abstract

Since wireless sensor networks are energy constrained, introducing a method that

facilitates the efficient use of the available energy in each node is a fundamental

design issue. In this work, a mechanism to monitor the residual energy of sensor

networks is proposed. The information about the residual energy of each sensor

node in the network is saved in a special node called monitoring node. This infor-

mation can be used as input to other applications to prolong the network lifetime.

Each sensor node in the network uses the proposed prediction-based model to fore-

cast its energy consumption rate. The model’s performance is measured based on

the number of energy packets sent to the monitoring node for various thresholds

(prediction errors). The simulation results showed that reducing the threshold

will produce more accurate projection of the residual energy of each node in the

monitoring node. However, as the threshold is further decreased the number of

energy packets sent to the monitoring node grows significantly. This incurs higher

energy map construction cost on the network in terms of energy and bandwidth.

The simulation results also showed the tradeoff between increasing the accuracy

of the prediction model and reducing the cost of energy map construction.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has emerged as one of the most promising tech-

nologies of this decade. A WSN is basically composed of a base station and several

sensor nodes distributed over a certain geographical area. Sensor nodes monitor

the environment in which they are deployed to collect information such as tem-

perature, humidity, pressure, vibration, sound and so on. Each node in a WSN

reports the information it gathered to the base station directly or through multi-

hop wireless communication link.

A wireless sensor node consists of four main components: a sensing unit to monitor

the environment, a processing unit to process information, a radio transceiver unit

for wireless communication and a power supply unit. Typically, sensor nodes

are energy constrained, since rely on batteries as energy source. Due to energy

constraints, the life time of a WSN is also limited. Because of the nature of the

applications in which WSNs are used, it is usually very difficult to reach every

node and replace their batteries. Therefore, to minimize the energy consumption

in each node and prolong the life time of the network, several methods have been
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proposed such as power efficient components, energy aware protocols etc.

In WSNs, the information regarding the amount of residual energy found dis-

tributed in the network is called an energy map[6]. An insight about this available

amount of energy in each part of the network can be used to take corrective mea-

sures such as redeploying additional nodes before some part of the network gets

disconnected due to energy depletion. Routing protocols can also use the infor-

mation provided by an energy map to reroute traffic through nodes with higher

residual energy, so that nodes with less residual energy can preserve their energy

for future use. This information can also be used as an input to evaluate protocols

in terms of their energy consumption behavior.

1.1 Problem statement

Power management in wireless sensor network is still a widely opened research

area. Managing power consumption from low level node architecture to high level

communication protocols is a non-trivial task. Considering a particular model

which focuses on node level architecture can be effective for determining the energy

consumption characteristic of sensor nodes. Nevertheless, it cannot be a platform

for solving the issues like energy reporting, which can be helpful for replacing

depleted nodes in a network. Constructing residual energy distribution map is

a suitable approach towards the awareness of the networks energy consumption

behavior, however, the problem is how to build a meaningful energy map without

imposing heavy overhead on the network.
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Goal

The main goal of this thesis is to propose a parametric model which can be used to

find out the current residual energy in any part of the network at any time. The

information regarding the residual energy of the network should be available in

centralized manner in one dedicated monitoring node, making it easily accessible

for other applications. The other main target of this thesis work is to make the

gathering of information regarding the amount of energy left in each node of the

network less costly in terms of energy.

1.2 Approach

To estimate the current residual energy of a wireless sensor network, each node’s

current available energy has to be known. The first step to model the residual

energy in each part of the network is to propose a state based energy dissipation

model which enables us to analyze the energy dissipation characteristics of the

sensor node in the network. The next part of this work will focus on energy

map construction. A prediction based energy map construction model is proposed

and discussed in detail. Finally, the proposed energy map construction model is

implemented in a simulation tool and tested for different scenarios. The results

of the simulation will be discussed by evaluating the efficiency of the proposed

approach.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 System architecture of a sensor node

A sensor node is composed of the following main components [11]:

� Processor

� Memory

� Radio unit (Transceiver)

� Sensor unit (Sensor and ADC)

� Power unit
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Figure 2.1: block diagram of a sensor node

Figure 2.1 shows the main building blocks of a sensor node and their interactions.

Sensor nodes monitor changes in the environment using their sensors devices. The

analog signals from the sensors are converted into digital using analog to digital

converter (ADC), before they are further computed. The selection of hardware

components for sensor nodes depends on the application they are intended for. The

applications specification determine the size, the cost and the energy consumption

rate of a sensor node. Some applications require sensor nodes with less than 1cc

volume and weight less than 100g [19].

2.2 Power consumption and management

Sensing, processing and data communication are the main activities of a sensor

node, which causes energy depletion. Data communication accounts for consuming
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most of the energy stored in the battery [17], but the energy consumed in sensing

and processing cannot be neglected as well.

Sensor nodes are powered by the energy accumulated in their batteries. Sensor

nodes batteries can be either renewable or nonrenewable. Some sensor nodes

use energy harvesting mechanisms to produce energy from thermal, solar and

vibrations. Energy harvesting adds some complexity to the design of sensor nodes,

since complex circuitries are used to generate energy. Sensor nodes use various

techniques to conserve energy. Some examples of the power saving methods are

[4]:

� Dynamic power management (DPM)

� Dynamic voltage scaling(DVS)

� Dynamic frequency scaling (DFS)

A sensor node using DPM tries to minimize its energy consumption by switching off

its components as much as possible [4]. Components can be turned off randomly or

following a predefined schedule. The disadvantage of DPM is that, turning on and

off sensor nodes components consume a considerable amount of energy [4]. DVS is a

mechanism by which a sensor node varies the input voltage level to its components.

This result in reduced power consumption at times the components of the node are

idle. In DFS, power conservation is accomplished by varying the working frequency

of the processor. Since processor power consumption and frequency have a direct

relationship, as the frequency increases the power consumed by the processor also

increases and vies versa. Using low frequencies results in slow processing of data

in the processor.
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2.3 Routing Protocols

Routing in WSN differs from routing mechanisms in ordinary computer network-

s: in terms of infrastructure, reliability and energy constraints. Considering the

energy constraint in sensor nodes many routing protocols and power management

protocols are designed. Routing protocols in WSN have been categorized in sever-

al ways: location based, multi-hop, hierarchical etc [14]. However these protocols

can be further classified as QOS base, multi-path, query, etc [14]. Each routing

protocol has its own advantages and performance issues.

2.3.1 Multi-hop routing Protocols

In this category of protocols, almost all nodes behave in the same fashion. Gen-

erally the base station sends queries to the target source node and waits for the

data. Commonly used algorithms in this category are flooding and data centric

algorithms. Flooding algorithms work on a principle of forwarding its data to all

of its neighbors, resulting in much redundant data. The data centric algorithms

such as direct diffusion are based on the idea of avoidance of sending data to those

nodes that already have it. Data is identified by using an attribute based naming

mechanism [19]. This approach holds an advantage of avoiding the redundant data

but it does not give the guarantee of delivering it.

� Flooding [21]: this protocol is the simplest one to implement. A sensor node

which has a data to be sent to the sink broadcast it to all of its neighbors.

Every node broadcasts back the received packets until the hop limit for a

message is reached or the data has already reached at its destination. There
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will be congestion in the network due to redundant packets broadcasted by

the nodes.

� Directed Diffusion [20] : An interest message originated from the sink is

disseminated throughout the network. Every node that received the interest

query stores the message in its cache until the time stamp on the message

expires. As the interest is propagated throughout the network, the path to

the sink will be set. Source nodes send their data along the reverse path

through which the interest message was delivered to it. Directed diffusion,

resolves the need for node addressing and the need for a node to be aware of

its network topology.

2.3.2 Hierarchical Routing protocols

Hierarchical routing protocols are most advanced protocols in terms of energy

conservation, scalability and lifetime. Several sensor nodes are combined to form

as a cluster and select one as the cluster head, which will be responsible for data

transmission to the sink node. In contrast with multi-hop routing, hierarchical

routing protocols focus much on other issues like how selecting the clustering head

and when to process or aggregate the data etc.

� LEACH, Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy [3]: In this algorithm

cluster heads are selected randomly among the nodes in the network. Each

node in the network generates a random number between 0 and 1. If the

number is greater than the calculated value using formula 2.1, the node will

appoint itself as a cluster head. A node once selected as a cluster head will
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not be selected again until the next selection round starts. In a single round,

all nodes get the chance to be a cluster head.

T (n) =
p

1 − p ∗ [r ∗ mod(1/p)]
if n < G (2.1)

The percentage cluster heads required is determined by p,r represents the current

selection round, and G is the number of nodes which have not been yet selected

as a cluster head in the last 1/p round.

� PEGASIS, Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems [22]: It

has many similarities with LEACH . Chains of sensor nodes are created as

an alternative of cluster heads. Forming chains of nodes only one node is in

charge of forwarding the aggregated data to the sink. All the other nodes

in the chain aggregate the data they received with their own and pass it to

the next hop in the chain. PEGASIS avoids the over-heads which come from

dynamic cluster head selection. Since PEGASIS uses multi-hop transmission

and data aggregation, it out performs LEACH. For large networks PEGASIS

might causes to much delay.

2.3.3 Location based Routing protocols

Sensor nodes can also route data depend on their neighbors location or relative

position. The location of sensor nodes can be found either directly using on board

GPS equipment or using methods such as triangulation [23]. The distance between

two neighbors can be estimated with their signal strengths. Sensor nodes using

location based routing protocols forward data to nearby nodes.
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� GAF, Geographic Adaptive Fidelity [23]: This protocol divides the network

into multiple square grids. Sensor nodes located in a similar grid are as-

sumed to have the same energy cost. This protocol tries to reduce energy

consumption in the network by partially turning off the nodes in similar grid.

To balance the energy depletion of nodes, they switch their state from active

to sleep and vice versa. Even though it was originally designed for mobile

networks, it can be used for stationary networks as well.

� GEAR, Geographical and energy-Aware Routing [24]: GEAR is a query based

protocol, it uses geographical information to disseminate query in the net-

work. Every node in the network maintains an estimated cost of transmission

to its neighbors. The transmission cost calculation is based on residual ener-

gy of the node and the distance from its neighbors. Packet forwarding to the

destination node is accomplished in two phases: transmitting the packet to

the destination region and transmitting the packet to the destination node

within the region.

2.4 Application areas

Due to the low cost, size, and the availability of different types of sensors, WS-

N is being used in in various application areas such as monitoring temperature,

humidity, pressure, motion, mechanical stress levels etc. WSN application area is

also spreading rapidly from time to time. Some of the WSN application areas are

environmental monitoring, health monitoring, disaster relief operations, defense

operations, entertainment etc [14].

Environmental monitoring: WSN can be extensively used in monitoring the envi-
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ronment. The importance of monitoring the environment ranges from environmen-

tal concerns such as agriculture, animal extinction in forest, climate changes etc.

For example, the productivity of agricultural fields can be improved by monitoring

the water availability, climate changes, remote irrigation control and so on, with

the help of wireless sensor networks[26].

Health monitoring: The impact of WSN results in various number of health mon-

itoring devices such as simple pulse monitors to expensive implantable monitors.

WSN allows every individual to monitor their health on their own and provides

feedback, which helps them to keep their health status known.

Disaster relief operations: One of the most important application area of the WSN

is disaster relief operations. Generally wireless sensor nodes are deployed over a

certain area which human intervention is not possible. For example, monitoring

the forest environment to prevent fire, to observe wild life movement, monitoring

mechanical stress after earth quakes and so on.
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Chapter 3

RELATED WORKS

3.1 Residual Energy Scan

Similar to weather map or air traffic images, sensor networks residual energy scan

demonstrates the geographical distribution of residual energy in a network. The

work in [8] proposed a way for gathering a residual energy scan (eScan) in a sensor

network. Instead of gathering local scans centrally, eScan implements an energy-

efficient innetwork aggregation algorithms. There are three main steps in building

an eScan of a sensor network:

Determining Local eScans : All nodes in the network build their own scan with

their remaining energy level and their geographical position. The local eScans

are reported only if there is major energy depletion since the node reported its

previous scan.

Disseminating eScans : Individual nodes eScans are broadcasted in the network to

construct an aggregated eScan of the whole network. An aggregation tree with the

sink node as a root should be first established. An INTEREST message from the
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sink initiates the tree construction. Flooding is used to deliver the INTEREST

message to every node in the network.

Aggregating eScans : Nodes who received eScan from sources that are in the same

geographical area may aggregate them if the scans have analogous energy level.

However, eScan imposes heavy overload on the network, since an eScan is prop-

agated across the whole network every time there is a significant energy usage in

any node. For n nodes in the network, the traffic generated is proportional to the

network size, O(n). This will consume both the bandwidth and the energy of the

network affecting its performance and lifetime.

Figure 3.1: Residual energy scan of a sensor network[8]

Mechanisms such as predicting the energy consumption of a node reduces the

number of eScans broadcasted across the network. Figure 3.1 shows an eScan of a
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sensor network. Areas shaded with dark color represent part of the network with

energy depleted sensor nodes, whereas, the light shaded parts represent areas with

higher residual energy.

3.2 Realistic Energy Model for Wireless Sensor

Networks

Prolonging a sensor networks service time is the most critical problem in the field

of sensor networks. To tackle this problem, it is necessary to design and implement

energy efficient algorithms. To evaluate various algorithms in terms of their energy

consumption characteristics, a realistic energy model is needed. Usually, simple

evaluation metrics, such as total number of packets sent, is used to analyze the

energy consumption of network. This assumption ignored the energy spent while

listening for packets as well as the energy consumed by the microcontroller. This

model is used is used to perform online energy accounting [27].

In [27] an energy model based on finite state machine (FSMs) is proposed. States

and transitions are of FSMs are represented by the equivalent physical behaviors

of sensor node hardware, such as duration, energy or power [27]. Multiple trans-

mission modes of ZigBee controller CC2420 with different transmission powers are

modeled. The residual energy of the sensor node can be calculated by summing

up the energy depleted while the node was in each state. In this work, an ener-

gy model based on finite state machine model is used as well, with four different

states. Unlike [27], only a single transmission mode is considered with a single

transmission power.
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To follow up sensor nodes energy consumption, a device called Sensor Node Mon-

itoring Device (SNMD) is also proposed in [27] Figure (3.2). When deployed with

each sensor node, it helps to fine-tune the energy model according to each sensor

node.

Figure 3.2: sensor node management architecture
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3.3 Energy Mapping

In [6], it is proposed a probabilistic based prediction model to construct the energy

map of a sensor network, in which areas with more depleted nodes are represented

by darker shades and vice versa as shown in Figure 3.3. The energy consumption

of a sensor node is predicted on every time-step. If the difference between real

residual energy in the node and the energy map is more than the threshold set, the

node will send an energy packet to the monitoring node. The modes of operation

of sensor nodes are represented by the states of a Markov chain. The probability

of entering into each state is denoted by a random variable. They assumed that

each sensor node has L modes of operations, so that each node is modeled by a

Markov chain with L states. For a node currently in state i, the probability of

being in state j in the next time-step is represented by Pij. This probability is

used to predict the energy drop of a sensor node.

Figure 3.3: Energy map[6]
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In this thesis work exponential moving average is used instead of probability

method, to predict to the future energy drop of a sensor node. Unlike [6], the

transition from high power consuming states such as active state, to low power

consuming states (sleeping and sensing) are controlled by a fixed schedule. The

duration a node spends in a one state is predicted based of the accumulated av-

erage of times the node was in this state in the past. The predictions are made

periodically, not on every time-step as in [6]. This will make the current approach

less computational intensive by reducing the overhead on the microcontroller of

the sensor.
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Chapter 4

ENERGY DISSIPATION MODEL

4.1 State Based Energy Dissipation Model

The absence of system hardware control and management has been a huge obstacle

in the design of energy efficient applications for embedded sensor systems. The

introduction of dynamic energy management modules like, Energy Management

and Accounting Processor (EMAP) module [28], to the architectural design of

sensor nodes enabled to divide each component in the sensor into different energy

groups; with the ability to follow up, activate or disable each group.

Modeling of sensor nodes operation states is not only dependent on the combi-

nation of devices that should be activated to accomplish tasks like monitoring,

transmitting or receiving. It is also affected by how sensor nodes in a network

monitor events occurring in the environment. Sensor nodes can be either event-

based or schedule-based, depending how they follow up activities in the area they

are deployed in. Event-based sensor nodes continuously sense their sensor devices

for the occurrence of an event. If the sensor detects a value which is more than the
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threshold set, it decides that an event has occurred. Event-based sensor nodes are

used to monitor events which have a nature of randomly occurring or events which

do not have a pattern of appearance. Since, this kind of events are not continuous

in nature, they have to be monitored continuously otherwise they will be missed.

Schedule-based sensor nodes follow a predefined schedule to sample their sensor

device. Schedule-based sensors are usually used in monitoring of temperature,

humidity and other events with a nature of continuity for some time.

The components of a sensor node, the microcontroller, the sensor, the memory

and the transceiver have various operation modes. The processor can be either

in active, idle or sleep mode [4]. The memory can operate either in active or

sleep mode. The transceiver can be either transmitting, listening, or off. Each

combination of these devices operational mode characterizes different states. Based

on these components operation mode combination, sensor nodes mode of operation

can be broadly categorized into four; active, listen, sense and sleep. Table 4.1 shows

the operation mode of sensor nodes hardware components, while the sensor is in

different operation modes:

Table 4.1: Operation modes of components in different states

State Processor Memory Sense unit Radio

Active active active on tx

Listen idle sleep on rx

Sensing sleep sleep on off

Sleep sleep sleep off off

There are some combinations of device modes which are not considered as states
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due to their insignificance for power saving or due to their lack of reflecting the

real operational process of sensor nodes; for example, when the processor is active

and the memory is asleep. This combination will not have any significance for

power saving, because if the processor is active, it needs to execute instructions

or process data, since all the instructions and the data are stored in the memory,

however the memory does not have any chance of sleeping while the processor is

active.

4.1.1 Active state

In this state, the transceiver of a sensor node is on; therefore, it can either transmit

packets to its neighbors or receive packets from them. Whenever a node senses an

event or receives a packet which should be forwarded to the sink, it turns on its

transmitter. The transmitter is basically consists of: a power amplifier (PA), an

oscillator and a digital base band (DBB). The energy consumed by a node, while

it is in a transmit state, is the sum of these components energy consumption.

The energy consumption of the transmitter components (PA and DBB) depends

upon the following parameters: packet length, radio data rate, next hop distance

(transmission distance) and the MAC protocol used.

A sensor node in active state is also capable of receiving a packet from its neighbors.

If a signal detected in the channel passed the SNR test and the node made sure it

is sent to it, it will receive the whole packet.
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4.1.2 Listening State

In this state, the node listen to the communication channel continuously, to check

for the arrival of any possible packets sent from neighboring nodes. The receiver

is composed of two main components: the digital base band (DBB) and the RF

front end. The energy consumed by a node in a listening mode is a total sum of

energy consumed by each of these components.

Even if the node is in its listening state, it is not always the case that, every

time a node checks the channel for a packet, it will receive one. The node has to

decide first whether the detected signal is a packet or noise, based on the signal

to noise ratio (SNR) of the signal received. If it is a packet then the rest of the

receiving procedure will continue, otherwise it will be ignored. In order to be more

precise, the activities of a node in listening state can be divided into three sections:

monitoring, acquisition and receive [2].

Monitoring: The receiver will continuously check the channel for possible packet

arrival, by measuring the received signal, and comparing it to the signal to noise

ratio (SNR) threshold set.

Acquisition: When a packet is received, its header has to be first processed, then a

decision will be made, if the packet is meant to this node or not. If the bits in the

destination adders slot of the packet matched with the current node the receiving

process will continue.

Receiving: If a packet detected in the channel checks out both the monitoring and

the acquisition process positively, the whole part of the packet will be received and

the node will process it to take the next necessary action depending on the type

of the packet.
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4.1.3 Sensing state

A node in sensing state can be considered as in semi-sleeping mode, since its radio

unit is off and as a result it is running with lower power than the previous two

states. It is able to monitor the environment because its sensor unit is still active.

Since the radio unit is off, a node in this state is not capable of receiving any

message from its neighbors. The main power consuming components in this state

are the senor unit and the analog to digital convertor (ADC).

4.1.4 Sleeping state

In this state, all components in the node are turned off; as a result it can neither

listen to its neighbors nor can sense an event in the environment it is monitoring.

It also consumes much less amount of energy than when it was in the rest of the

three states. After sleeping for certain period of time, the node switches back to

the sensing state.
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Figure 4.1: State Transitions

In order to save energy sensor nodes always tries to put most of their components in

sleeping mode as much as possible. This results a continuous change in operation

mode sensor nodes. The transitions between states can be categorized into two:

Schedule-based and event-based transitions.
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4.2 State Transition

In order to save energy sensor nodes always tries to put most of their components

in sleeping mode as much as possible. This results a continuous change in oper-

ation mode sensor nodes. The transitions between states can be categorized into

two:Schedule-based and event-based transitions.

Schedule-based transitions : Assuming sensor nodes follow a predefined schedule to

switch their operation mode, timer-driven transitions are transitions which occur

when a timer for the current state expires. In this work, state transition costs are

assumed to be negligible.

Event-based transitions : These transitions occur when a certain phenomenon which

can influence the operation of the sensor node happens in the external world, the

node is monitoring. The node reacts to the triggering events occurred by chang-

ing its current state to the appropriate one according to the event occurred. The

phenomenon which are considered as triggering events are: changes in the environ-

ment the node is monitoring and when a message is received from a neighboring

node, which should be forwarded to the next hop.

� T1 : This transition happens when the timer for the listening state expires.

As soon as the timer expired the node changes it state to sensing state so

that turning off the receiver and minimizing the running power needed for

the node.

� T2 : This transition represents the transition from sensing state to listening

state. It happens when the timer in sensing state expires and the node

already has been in sleeping state. The node turns on its radio to monitor

the radio channels for any possibly sent packets.
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� T3 : It represents the transition from listening state to active state. This

transition occurs if a node in listening state detects an event. It turns on its

transmitter changing its state to active state.

� T4 : It represents the transition from active state to listening state. This

transition occurs if a node is in active state and the timer for staying in

active state expires without any event occurring. This transition switches

the nodes state to listening state which has less power consumption than the

active state.

� T5 : It represents the transition from sensing state to active state. This

transition occurs if a node in sensing state detects an event. It turns its

transmitter on changing its state to active.

� T6 : If the timer for active state expires and there are no packets to transmit

the sensor turns off its transceiver to save energy. This results a transition

from active to sensing state.

� T7 : This transition takes place if there are no events detected or packets to

be transmitted and the timer for a node to be active state is expired. This

results a transition from active to sleeping state.

� T8 : This transition occurs if a node is in sleeping mode and there is a packet

to be transmitted. The node turns on its transceiver resulting in a transition

from sleeping state to active state.

� T9 : This transition happens when the timer for a node to be in sleeping

mode expires. The node switches its operation mode to sensing state by

turning on its sensor.
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� T10 : If there are no events detected and the timer in sensing state expires,

the node changes its state from sensing state to sleeping state.
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Chapter 5

RESIDUAL ENERGY MONITORING

Sensor nodes have restricted resources, such as small processing capacity, memo-

ry and limited energy. They have to use these restricted resources efficiently to

prolong the service time of the network [6]. Therefore, in the design and implemen-

tation of wireless networks the most critical issue is increasing its life time by using

various energy saving mechanisms. Having information about the current residual

energy distribution in the network may help the user to decide the kind of measures

which should be taken. The information regarding the amount of residual energy

available in each part of the network is called the energy map [6]. The energy map

of a network can be represented as a gray level image as shown in Figure.5.1, in

which areas with higher residual energy are represented with lighter shades, and

regions with less amount of energy remaining are represented with dark shaded

areas. Based on this valuable information the user can decide to take corrective

measures such as redeploying additional sensor nodes on areas most affected by

energy depletion. The energy map can be used as input for techniques such as,

energy aware adaptive routing protocols, which helps to prolong the lifetime of the
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network. There are also other applications, such as query processing, data fusion

and reconfiguration algorithms, which can use the information provided by the

energy map in their best interest.

Figure 5.1: Residual Energy Distribution map

Based on the techniques used there are two kinds of approaches to construct the

energy map of a sensor network:

� Direct approach

� Prediction-based approach

5.1 Direct approach

In this approach, each node has to report periodically the amount of its currently

available energy to the monitoring node. It involves a lot of communication be-

tween sensor nodes and the monitoring node; as a result lot of energy has to be

invested to build the energy map. The drawback of direct approach is its higher
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energy cost to construct the map when compared to the benefit that can possibly

be gained from it. For this reason, more energy-efficient techniques have to be

used to construct the energy map.

5.2 Prediction-based approach

Prediction-based approach tries to minimize the amount of energy spent on con-

structing the energy map by estimating future energy consumption of sensor nodes.

If a sensor node could forecast efficiently the amount of energy it will consume in

the future, it can avoid the need to send energy packet periodically to update the

information in the monitoring node. The node has to send only the rate at which

the current residual energy reduces. With this information, the monitoring node

can update its local information about the current residual energy of each node in

the network, without the need to receive frequent update message from them. For

this approach to be effective, the prediction model should have a high hit ratio of

successfully guessing the future depletion parameter, guaranteeing high accuracy

and precision to the real value.

In [6], they have proposed a probabilistic based prediction model, in which the

modes of operation of sensor nodes are represented by the states of a Markov chain.

The probability of entering into each state is denoted by a random variable. They

assumed that each sensor node has L modes of operations, so that each node is

modeled by a Markov chain with L states.

For a node currently in state i, the probability of being in state j in the next

time-step is represented by pij. The n-step transition probability, pij, that a node

currently in state i will be in state j after n transitions, can also be defined as :
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P
(n)
ij =

m∑
k=1

P
(r)
ik P

(n−r)
kj where, 0 < r < n (5.1)

With pij, the possibility to predict the amount time steps a node initially in state

x0 , spends in state j, in the next T time steps
∑T

t=1 P
(t)
ij . The amount of energy

the node will consumed in the next T time steps ET is also calculated as:

ET =
L∑

a=1

(
T∑
t=1

P
(t)
ia ) ∗ Ea (5.2)

Where Ea, is the energy consumed by a node in state a. The main drawback of

probabilistic approach is that it needs a lot of computation, since each node has to

follow its current state at each time-step. In order to accomplish this, each node

has to keep a probability matrix, updating it at each time-step.

5.3 Proposed Prediction-based approach

Let a sensor node has K operation modes, in order to predict the amount of energy

it will dissipate in the next T time-steps, the duration the node spends in each

state should be forecasted with a guaranteed accuracy. Let ∆E represents the

amount of energy consumed by a node in a period of time T, and let ∆e represents

the amount of energy spent by the node in a single state. The relationship between

∆e and ∆E can be expressed mathematically as follows:

∆E =
k∑

i=1

∆ei (5.3)

From the above equation it can be seen that the total amount of energy spent by

a node in a certain period of time depend up on the amount of energy consumed
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in each state. The energy consumption in each state, ∆e, can be calculated using

the following equation

∆ei = Qi ∗ ti (5.4)

where Qi is a constant which represents the amount of energy spent per time unit

in a state i . The duration of time a node spent in a state i is represented by

ti. The dissipated energy in each state, during each period of time T, is directly

proportional to the length of time t the node stayed in that state. From (5.3)

and (5.4), one can easily noticed that accurately predicting the length of time a

node spent in each state is vital to have an effective prediction. The length of

the duration a sensor node spends in each state in a certain period of time can be

predicted using the accumulative average of the measured length of the previous

times the node spent in each state. The exponential average prediction formula is

shown below:

In+1 = ain + (1 − a)In (5.5)

Where In+1 is the next predicted period length a node stays in state i, and In is the

previously predicted period, in is the latest time interval the node actually spent

in state i. where as a and a constant factor which is between 1 and 0. When the

attenuation factor is one (a = 1), the next predicted period will be only dependent

on the actual period in . When, a = 0, only the last predicted period value will

be used to predict the future period of time the node spends in state i. (5.5) can

be further expanded:

In+1 = ain + a(1 − a)in−1 + ......a(1 − a)ni0 + a(1 − a)n+1I0 (5.6)
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Equation (5.6) shows that the predicted period is the weighted average of previous

periods the node was in state i. Equation (5.6) can be used to predict the next

length of time a node spends in each state i. Let x represent the time ti, a node

spends in state i, and X represents the predicted duration a node will spend in

state i .Equation (5.6) can be rewritten as follows:

Xn+1 = axn + a(1 − a)xn−1 + ......a(1 − a)nx0 + a(1 − a)n+1X0 (5.7)

5.3.1 Prediction miss correction

The formula (5.7) can predict the durations a node spends in each state effectively

in most cases, but sometimes a node unexpectedly might stay in one state than the

usual routine. Since the proposed formula predicts the upcoming duration period

a node will spend in one state by the accumulative average of the previous periods

a node stayed in that same state. The occurrence of unexpected long period after

almost similar length of periods will affect the results of the next prediction by

overestimating the length of the next duration. In order to minimize the error

caused by overestimation, if the upcoming predicted period, Xn+1 , is greater than

the previous predicted period Xn multiplied by a threshold c, where c is greater

than one, then the next predicted value will be multiplication of the previous

predicted value and the threshold, as shown in (5.6).

if(axn + (1 − a)xn) > cxn Xn+1 = cXn (5.8)
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Chapter 6

Simulation and results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed prediction based model,which is used

to predict the energy consumption of sensor nodes, simulations are implemented

and performed in OMNeT++ simulation framework. In this chapter, a detailed

discussion about the simulation procedure and the simulation results is presented.

In Section 6.1, an introduction to the simulation framework used in this work

is provided. Section 6.2 discusses the definition of simulated components in the

simulation framework. Basic simulation setups and operation of the network are

presented in Section 6.3. Finally, the simulation results are presented and analyzed

in Section 6.4.

6.1 Simulator overview

OMNeT++ is an object-oriented discrete event network simulator. The simulat-

ed components are defined using NED (Network Definition Language) as simple

modules. C++ is also used to define the operational characteristics of each com-
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ponent. The components defined using NED in the simulated network are: sink

node, monitoring node, sensor node and connection manager. Components to be

simulated are defined as modules in OMNeT++. An OMNeT++ model is based

on the following three main parts [15] [16] :

� NED language topology description(.nedfiles).

� Message definitions (.msgfiles).

� Simple module sources. They are C++ files, with.h/.ccsuffix.

NED language stands for Network Description Language, with which the structure

of the model, which is going to be simulated, is defined. NED is used to define

simple modules and assemble them into compound modules. It is also used to

define gates and channels for simple modules and compound modules, through

which simple modules and compound modules communicate [15] [16].

Figure 6.1: NED Modules
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Simple modules are used as main structural components to build simulations in

OMNeT++; their characteristics and functionalities are written in C++. They can

be congregated intocompound modules; the number of hierarchy levels is unlimited.

The whole model, called network in OMNeT++, is also a compound module.

Messages can be sent either via connections that span modules or directly to other

modules.

Figure 6.2: NED Language Graphical editor[Screen Shot]

To ease building and running simulation in OMNeT++ framework, the following

components are provided [15] [16]:

� Simulation kernel :- It holds the code which controls the simulation as well

as the simulation class library.

� Graphical NED editor :-It provides a graphical interface to build components.

� User interface :- OMNeT++ supplied a user interface for simulation execu-

tion , debugging and demonstration.
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� Code generator :- It converts .msg file into c++ code.

6.2 Simulated components definition in OMNeT++

There are four main components in the simulated network:

� Sensor node: Monitor and report the occurrence of an event in the area in

which it is deployed.

� Sink node: Receives all the information collected by sensors from the envi-

ronment.

� Connection manager : It is responsible for randomly deploying nodes in a

given area and connects nodes which are in transmission range

� Monitoring node: Monitors the level of residual energy of each node in the

network.

Figure 6.3: Listing 1: Sensor node NED Definition
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All the components simulated are defined as simple modules using NED lan-

guage.In Listing 1: line 23 and 33 , the definition of sensor nodes parameters

and gates are shown.

Listing 2: Sensor network NED Definition

As shown in the Listing 2: line 26 and 35, the network is defined using a keyword

Network and components in the network are defined using the keyword submodule.

General specifications such as the area the network covers and interference distance

of each sensor nodes are also specified in the network definition.

6.3 Basic simulation setup and operation

In this work, all sensor nodes are assumed to be stationary and with limited energy

level in their batteries. Replacing batteries once they are depleted is considered as

impossible. Sensor nodes are deployed in a random fashion; and only one sink node

is available in the network. The sink node is always assumed to have sufficient
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energy in its battery, which enables it to stay alive until the last node in the

network dies. It is positioned in the middle where the sensor nodes are deployed.

In the simulations performed, all the sensor nodes are assumed to be aware of their

geographical location.

There are two type of packets in the simulation: message packets, which are used

by sensor nodes in the network to send information to the sink node, and the

second type is energy packet, which is used to send energy information to the

monitoring node

In the simulation, each node periodically calculates the amount of energy it con-

sumed and also predicts the amount of energy it will consume in the upcoming

period. Comparing the amount of energy consumed with the previously predict-

ed consumption rate, if the difference between the two is more than the defined

threshold, the node will send an energy packet to the monitoring node. The energy

packet contains information about the nodes predicted energy consumption rate.

Initially, all nodes in the network send their current available energy and energy

consumption rate. Unless an update is sent from the nodes, the monitoring node

periodically reduces the value of the nodes residual energy by the energy consump-

tion rate.The numerical values chosen for the simulations can be seen in Table 6.1.

Unless specified, these values are used in all of the simulations.

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed prediction model, it has been

implemented on a network with one hundred nodes. Nodes in the network use a

greedy routing protocol called most forward within radius (MFR) [10], to forward

packets to the sink node. A node using MFR forwards data to a node in its

transmission range, which is the nearest to the sink when projected to a line
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Table 6.1: Numerical values used

parameters values

Transmission range 15m

number of nodes 100

Initial energy 200J

Area of deployment 100m X 100m

Sink Node Position x=50m,y=50m

Figure 6.4: The Simulated sensor node network [ScreenShot]
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connecting the sender node and the sink. In the Figure 6.5, node S forwards

its data to node M, because it is nearer to the sink D than other nodes in its

transmission range, when it is projected to the line connecting node S and sink

D. Sensor nodes use location advertisement message to notify their location to

their neighbors. Sensor nodes in the network populate their routing table with the

location of their neighbors and choose the nearest one as next hop for forwarding

data to the sink

Figure 6.5: MFR

6.4 Results

In this section, the results of the simulations performed using OMNeT++ simu-

lation framework are presented. The first section analyzes the error between the

residual energy in each nodes and the value registered in the monitoring node for
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different value of threshold. In the last section, the relation between the number

of energy packets sent to the monitoring node and the threshold value used is

discussed.

6.4.1 Energy Cost

Energy cost is, the energy spent by nodes in the network to store information in

the monitoring node regarding the amount of residual energy left in their batteries.

The energy cost of the network depends on the average number of energy packets

sent to the monitoring node by each sensor node.

Figure 6.6: Average number of packets sent per node for various thresholds when

E = 100s

After running the simulation for two and half hours, the simulation results are

presented in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The graphs in the figures show the number of

energy packets sent to the monitoring node for three prediction periods (T=200,

T=300 and T=400), when two different max event arrival rates (E=100s and
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E=50s) are used. The graphs in the two figures demonstrated that as the event

arrival rate is increased the number of energy packets sent generally increases.

For similar event arrival rate, the number of energy packets sent increases as the

threshold of prediction error is reduced.

Figure 6.7: Average number of packets sent per node for various thresholds when

E = 50s

Figures 6.9 and 6.8 shows the number of energy packets sent when the occurrence of

events, which trigger the sensor of sensor nodes, is assumed to be strictly periodic.

The inter event arrival periods used are P=50s and P=100s. According to the

graphs in the figures, the number of energy packets sent from each node has in-

creased as the event arrival period is decreased. For the same period, the packets

sent has shown increment as the threshold is reduced.
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Figure 6.8: Average number of packets sent per node for various thresholds when

P= 100s

Figure 6.9: Average number of packets sent per node for various thresholds when

P= 50s
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The energy cost of building an energy map is directly related to the number of

energy packets sent, as a result, it also increases as the prediction error threshold

is reduced. The results of the simulations performed also showed that, as the

prediction period increases the number of energy packets sent decreases. This is

due to the fact that with longer prediction intervals the nodes energy consumption

behavior shows more periodic nature than shorter prediction intervals. This leads

to a more accurate prediction of energy consumption, since exponential average

method depends on the past history of nodes energy consumption to predict the

future depletion rate.

Figure 6.10 shows the comparison between the results found when the exponential

average method proposed in this work is used and the results found in [6]. The

comparison is made based on the average number of energy packets sent to the

monitoring node for various thresholds. Generally, the average number of energy

packets sent to the monitoring node is higher for all the threshold values used when

the exponential average model is used than the probabilistic method in [6], when

the arrival of events in the environment is assumed to be uniformly distributed.

This is due to the reason that exponential averaging method predicts the upcom-

ing energy consumption of the nodes based on their energy consumption history.

Due to the arrival of unexpected events, some of the nodes energy consumption

behavior might deviate from the average energy they were using in the past. This

influences the nodes future energy depletion predictions, prompting the nodes to

send higher number of packets. For uniformly distributed event arrival model, the

maximum number of energy packets sent per node reaches up to sixteen for the

model used in this work, when the threshold is set to 1%, whereas the maximum for

probabilistic model remains at an average of nine energy packets per node for the
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same threshold. The higher the number of energy packet sent to the monitoring

node, the higher the cost of energy map construction.

In case of strictly periodic event arrival model, the exponential average model

used in this work shows better performance than the model used in [6], when the

threshold is set to 1% and 3%. The maximum number of energy packets sent

per nodes for the model used in this work is around six packets, at a threshold

of 1%, which is less than the number of energy packets sent by the probabilistic

model used in [6]. This is because of the constant energy consumption behavior of

nodes related to the periodic nature of event occurrences. These reductions in the

number of energy packets sent, directly contribute to the minimization of energy

map construction cost.

Figure 6.10: Comparison between the model used in this work and in [6] (Average

number of packets sent per node)
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Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the total number of packets (message packets and

energy packets) in the network for two different event arrival models, periodic and

uniformly distributed, used in this work.

Figure 6.11: Total number of packets in the network for P=50

Figure 6.12: Total number of packets in the network for E=50
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In both cases, the total number of energy packets in the network increases when

threshold is reduced, while the number of message packets remains unaffected.

The growth of the total number of energy packets increase the cost of energy map

construction, since it is directly related to the number of energy packets sent from

the sensor nodes. Both figures show the total number of packets in the network

for the whole simulation period, when the prediction period is set to 400s.

6.4.2 Energy Monitoring Error

Energy monitoring error is the difference between the residual energy of each n-

ode and the residual energy registered in the monitoring node. Figure 6.13 shows

the average energy error for various threshold values after running the simulation

for seventeen hours. It can be easily noticed that the deviation between the real

residual energy remaining in each node and the values registered in the monitor-

ing node, for the corresponding nodes in the network, increases as the value of

threshold is increased.

This is due to the reason that nodes do not send an energy packet to the monitoring

node unless the difference between the real energy consumed and the predicted

energy depletion rate is greater than the threshold value set. As a result, prediction

errors less than the threshold are accumulated in the monitoring node creating

greater deviation for higher threshold values.

Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the difference between the energy values regis-

tered in the monitoring node and the actual residual energy in some sensor nodes

for three different threshold values 10%, 3% and 1% respectively. The figures
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Figure 6.13: Energy error(T=400)

demonstrated that when higher threshold values used the energy deviation in-

creases, reaching up to 10.5J when the threshold is set to 10%. When a threshold

of 1 percent is used, the energy deviation has reached its minimum, 0.1J. Even if

reducing the threshold has the advantage of reducing the energy information de-

viation between the residual energy in the sensor nodes and the monitoring node,

it has also its own disadvantages; As shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 reducing the

threshold increases the number of energy packets sent to the monitoring node.
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Figure 6.14: Energy deviations for 10 percent threshold

Figure 6.15: Energy deviations for 3 percent threshold
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Figure 6.16: Energy deviations for 1 percent threshold
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

This work presents an approach that explores the usage of exponential moving

average to construct the residual energy distribution map of a sensor network.

Exponential moving average is used to predict the upcoming energy consumption

in each node, based on the previous power depletion history of the node. Each

node forwards the expected power consumption rate and its available energy to

the monitoring node. Nodes send an update to the monitoring node only if the

difference between previously predicted consumption rate and the actual energy

depletion rate is higher than the threshold set. Higher numbers of messages have

been sent to the monitoring in the first hour of the simulation, as a result of higher

prediction miss in the early stage of the simulation.

The simulations conducted showed that in prediction-based approach using expo-

nential moving average the number of messages sent is less than in [6] by 30%,

when the threshold is set to one percent and when arrival of events are assumed

to be periodic. This is due to the reason that exponential moving average makes

use of previous history of energy consumption to predict future consumption; as
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a result, it adapts to changes in the environment such as frequent occurrence of

events.

The simulation results have also shown that, the error between the residual energy

information recorded in the monitoring node and the actual residual energy in

each node is minimized when the threshold is set closer to zero, but the energy

cost of monitoring residual energy distribution has increased sharply. Therefore, a

tradeoff has to be made between the accuracy of the residual energy information

in the monitoring node and the amount of energy spent to have this accuracy.
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// 

/* 

* this file contains a source code for the sensors simulated in our thesis work. 

There are two main methods in the file initialize() and handelMessage(). 

initialize is responsible for initially configuring the simulated nodes at the 

beginning of every    simulation. handelMessage takes care of messages both from 

other sensor nodes and internal messages. 

*/ 

 

#include "Source.h" 

#include "routmsg_m.h" 

#include <string.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <queuemsg_m.h> 

#include <monitorMsg_m.h> 

 

 

namespace gps_routing { 

 

Define_Module(Source); 

 

Source::Source() 

{ 

    timerMessage = NULL; 

    sink=NULL; 

    que=NULL; 

    neighbors=NULL; 

    Account=Event=data=msgState=NULL; 

 

} 

 

Source::~Source() 

{ 

    cancelAndDelete(timerMessage); 

    cancelAndDelete(msgState); 

    cancelAndDelete(Account); 

    cancelAndDelete(data); 

    cancelAndDelete(Event); 

} 

 

void Source::initialize() //initalizes the sensors parameters 

{   comp cmp; 

    cmp=&compare; 

    que=new cQueue("table",cmp); 

    neighbors= new cQueue(); 

    directTosink=false; 

    initial1=true; 

    CurentBattry=200; 

    Mbattry=200; 

    Mprev=0; 

    M.setName("monitor"); 

    MV.setName("monitor vector"); 

    MV.setInterpolationMode(cOutVector::NONE); 

    pred_Rvd_mesg_num=0; 

    pred_Snt_msg_num=0; 
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    curt_NumRvdmsg=0; 

    curt_NumSntmsg=0; 

    prev_pred_Snt_msg_num=0; 

    prev_pred_Rvd_mesg_num=0; 

    Pre_activeT=100; 

    Pre_listenT=140; 

    pre_senseT=58; 

    pre_sleepT=30; 

 

 

    /////////////////////////////////////////////// 

    state   ="initial"; 

    initial ="initial"; 

    Active  ="active"; 

    Listen  ="listen"; 

    Sense   ="sense"; 

    Sleep   ="sleep"; 

    msgcntToMonitor=0; 

    /////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

    Routmsg * msg= new Routmsg("sendAdvert"); 

    scheduleAt(simTime()+5,msg); 

    Routmsg *initMsg= new Routmsg("init"); 

    scheduleAt(simTime()+1,initMsg); 

    Routmsg * clrContion = new Routmsg("clear"); 

    scheduleAt(simTime()+11,clrContion); 

 

   

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////// 

       iaTimeHistogram.setName("interarrival times"); 

       Error.setName(" Energy Prediction Error"); 

       Error_Vector.setName("Prediction Error"); 

       Error_Vector.setInterpolationMode(cOutVector::NONE); 

       arrivalsVector.setName("arrivals"); 

       arrivalsVector.setInterpolationMode(cOutVector::NONE); 

       EnergyConsumption.setName("Real Energy consumption histogram"); 

       EngyCons.setName("Real Energy consumption Vector"); 

       EngyCons.setInterpolationMode(cOutVector::NONE); 

       PredEngyCons.setName("predicted Energy consumption"); 

       PredEngyCons.setInterpolationMode(cOutVector::NONE); 

       receduEnergy.setName("Recedual Energy "); 

       RecedueEnergyV.setName("Recedual node Energy"); 

       RecedueEnergyV.setInterpolationMode(cOutVector::NONE); 

       Activ_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

        Activ_dur=&ActiveTime; 

        ActiveTime=0; 

        LisenTime=0; 

        Sense_dur_temp=0; 

        sleep_dur_temp=0; 

        SleepTime=0; 

        SenseTime=0; 

       Lin_dur=&LisenTime; 
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        msgState= new Routmsg("stateChange"); 

       scheduleAt(simTime()+uniform(16,75),msgState); 

       Account=new Routmsg ("Accounting"); 

       scheduleAt(simTime()+ 900,Account); 

 

       Event= new Routmsg("Event"); 

       scheduleAt(simTime()+ uniform(16,300),Event); 

       if (ev.isGUI()) 

           { 

 

           getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"init"); 

 

           } 

        A_prdict=0; 

        L_prdict=0; 

        S_prdict=0; 

        P_prdict=0; 

        AcvPrid_prev=40; 

        LsnPrid_prev=200; 

        SenPrid_Prev=100; 

        SlepPrid_Prev=40; 

        P_Error=0; 

 

 

 

} 

 

void Source::handleMessage(cMessage *mssg)//handles all the messages sent to the 

sensor node 

{ 

 Routmsg *msg=check_and_cast<Routmsg *> (mssg); 

 

 

 if(strcmp("init",msg->getName())==0) 

 { 

  cModule * targetModule = getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("node",getIndex()); 

      x_pos=atoi(targetModule->getDisplayString().getTagArg("p",0)); 

 

      y_pos=atoi(targetModule->getDisplayString().getTagArg("p",1)); 

      EV<<"X Poss"<<x_pos<<" "<<"y poss"<<y_pos<<endl; 

      distFromSink=sqrt((x_pos-50)*(x_pos-50)+(y_pos-50)*(y_pos-50)); 

     EV<<"current radius "<<distFromSink<<endl; 

            cancelEvent(msg); 

           // dropAndDelete(msg); 

            monitor = getParentModule()->getSubmodule("Monitor",0); 

 

 

 } 

   if(strcmp("Advert",msg->getName())==0) 

     { 

      double radius =routeTable(msg); 

     EV<<"current radius "<<distFromSink<<"incuming message 

radius"<<radius<<endl; 

                Gorebiat.push_back(msg->getSenderModule()); 
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      if(distFromSink > msg->getDistance()) 

               { 

                     msg->setCurrnt_x(x_pos); 

                     msg->setCurrent_y(y_pos); 

 

                que->insert(msg); 

               } 

      else 

       delete msg; 

 

 

     } 

   else if(strcmp("sendAdvert",msg->getName())==0) 

    { 

 

     Routmsg * adMsg= new Routmsg("Advert"); 

     adMsg->setXpos(x_pos); 

     adMsg->setYpos(y_pos); 

     adMsg->setDistance((int)distFromSink); 

        adMsg->setNode_idx(getIndex()); 

        adMsg->setNodeID(getId()); 

 

     BroadcastMessage(adMsg,0); 

     cancelEvent(msg); 

 

 

 

    } 

   else if(strcmp("clear", msg->getName())==0) 

   { 

   int m= gateSize("gate$o"); 

   for (int i=0;i<m;i++) 

   { 

    gate("gate$o",i)->disconnect(); 

   } 

   state="active"; 

   if (ev.isGUI()) 

              { 

 

              getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Active"); 

 

              } 

 

   } 

   else if(strcmp("sink",msg->getName())==0) 

   { 

           sink= msg->getSenderModule(); 

           directTosink=true; 

           delete msg; 

   } 

   else if(strcmp("Event",msg->getName())==0) 

   { 
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if(state.compare(Listen)==0||state.compare(Sense)==0||state.compare(Active)==0) 

    { 

     if(directTosink==true) 

        { 

         Routmsg * newMSG=new Routmsg("data"); 

         Routmsg *cpy= new Routmsg(*newMSG); 

          sendDirect(newMSG,sink,"in"); 

          BroadcastMessage(cpy,1); 

          curt_NumSntmsg++; 

         } 

     else 

        { 

          if(!que->empty()) 

        { 

             Routmsg * newMSG=new Routmsg("data"); 

            Routmsg *nexthop=check_and_cast<Routmsg *>(que-

>get(0)); 

            newMSG->setNextHope(nexthop->getNodeID()); 

            BroadcastMessage(newMSG,1); 

            curt_NumSntmsg++; 

         } 

 

           } 

     if(state.compare(Listen)==0) 

     { 

        LisenTime= LisenTime + simTime().dbl()  - Lis_temp_dur; 

     } 

     else if(state.compare(Sense)==0) 

     { 

     SenseTime= SenseTime + simTime().dbl() - Sense_dur_temp; 

     } 

     else 

     ActiveTime= ActiveTime+ simTime().dbl() - Activ_dur_temp; 

 

     Activ_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

     state="active"; 

     getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Active"); 

     cancelEvent(msgState); 

     scheduleAt(simTime()+60,msgState); 

           cancelEvent(msg); 

          

if(getIndex()==60||getIndex()==65||getIndex()==84||getIndex()==63||getIndex()==56||

getIndex()==74||getIndex()==93||getIndex()==77||getIndex()==78) 

     scheduleAt(simTime()+NextArivalTime(),msg); 

 

    } 

 

    else if(state.compare(Sleep)==0) 

    { 

 

     

if(getIndex()==60||getIndex()==65||getIndex()==84||getIndex()==63||getIndex()==56||

getIndex()==74||getIndex()==93||getIndex()==77||getIndex()==78) 

          { 
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      cancelEvent(msg); 

      scheduleAt(simTime()+NextArivalTime(),msg); 

 

          } 

 

    } 

 

   } 

   else if(strcmp("data",msg->getName())==0) 

   { 

    if(state.compare(Active)==0||state.compare(Listen)==0) 

     { 

          if(msg->getNextHope()==getId()) 

         { 

          if(directTosink==true) 

                   { 

           msg->setNextHope(sink->getId()); 

           Routmsg *cpy=new Routmsg(*msg); 

                     sendDirect(msg,sink,"in"); 

                     BroadcastMessage(cpy,1); 

                     curt_NumSntmsg++; 

                     curt_NumRvdmsg++; 

                   } 

         else 

            { 

 

          if(!que->empty()) 

                  { 

Routmsg *nexthop=check_and_cast<Routmsg *>(que->get(0)) 

 msg->setNextHope(nexthop->getNodeID()); 

 

                 BroadcastMessage(msg,1); 

                 curt_NumSntmsg++; 

                    curt_NumRvdmsg++; 

 

                          } 

               else 

                delete msg; 

 

                          } 

        if(state.compare(Listen)==0) 

               LisenTime= LisenTime + simTime().dbl()  - Lis_temp_dur; 

        else 

         ActiveTime= ActiveTime+ simTime().dbl() - Activ_dur_temp; 

 

       Activ_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

       state="active"; 

       getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Active"); 

       cancelEvent(msgState); 

          scheduleAt(simTime()+60,msgState); 

 

                 } 

       } 
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       else 

       { 

             delete msg; 

       } 

   } 

   else if(strcmp("stateChange",msg->getName())==0) 

   { 

    if(state.compare(Active)==0) 

       { 

                 ActiveTime = ActiveTime +simTime().dbl()- Activ_dur_temp; 

                 Lis_temp_dur=simTime().dbl(); 

           state="listen"; 

           getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Listening"); 

                    scheduleAt(simTime()+80,msg); 

       } 

       else if(state.compare(Listen)==0) 

       { 

      LisenTime=LisenTime + simTime().dbl() - Lis_temp_dur; 

      Sense_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

      state="sense"; 

      preState="listen"; 

      scheduleAt(simTime()+60,msg); 

      getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Sensing"); 

       } 

       else if(state.compare(Sense)==0) 

       { 

        SenseTime=SenseTime + simTime().dbl() - 

Sense_dur_temp; 

      if(preState.compare(Listen)==0) 

       { 

       sleep_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

       state="sleep"; 

       scheduleAt(simTime()+40,msg); 

       getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Sleeping"); 

       } 

       else 

       { 

       Lis_temp_dur=simTime().dbl(); 

       state="listen"; 

       scheduleAt(simTime()+80,msg); 

      

 getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Listening"); 

       } 

 

       } 

       else if(state.compare(Sleep)==0) 

       { 

      SleepTime=SleepTime +simTime().dbl()- sleep_dur_temp; 

      Sense_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

      state="sense"; 

         preState="sleep"; 

      scheduleAt(simTime()+60,msg); 

      getDisplayString().setTagArg("t",0,"Sensing"); 
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       } 

   } 

   else if(strcmp("Accounting",msg->getName())==0) 

   { 

    if(state.compare(Active)==0) 

          { 

           ActiveTime=simTime().dbl()-Activ_dur_temp +ActiveTime; 

           Activ_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

 

          } 

          else if(state.compare(Listen)==0) 

          { 

           LisenTime=simTime().dbl()-Lis_temp_dur +LisenTime; 

           Lis_temp_dur=simTime().dbl(); 

          } 

          else if(state.compare(Sense)==0) 

          { 

                  SenseTime=simTime().dbl()-Sense_dur_temp +SenseTime; 

                  Sense_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

          } 

          else 

          { 

                  SleepTime=simTime().dbl()-sleep_dur_temp +SleepTime; 

                  sleep_dur_temp=simTime().dbl(); 

          } 

                   numRvdmsg.push_back(curt_NumRvdmsg); 

                   numSentmsg.push_back(curt_NumSntmsg); 

             ActiveT.push_back(ActiveTime); 

           ListeT.push_back(LisenTime); 

           SenseT.push_back(SenseTime); 

           SleepT.push_back(SleepTime); 

           pridict(); 

           EV<<"current recived message"<<curt_NumRvdmsg<<endl; 

           EV<<"curent sent message"<<curt_NumSntmsg<<endl; 

           EV<<"predicted recived message "<< 

prev_pred_Rvd_mesg_num<<endl; 

           EV<<"predicted sent message "<<prev_pred_Snt_msg_num<<endl; 

 

           cancelEvent(msg); 

           double PredictionPeriod=400; 

           scheduleAt(simTime()+PredictionPeriod,msg);//schedule 

prediction 

           double E= (ActiveTime*74.7+ LisenTime*52.2+ 

SenseTime*38.72+SleepTime*0.0255); 

           double TX_RX=(50e-4*500 +100e-4*400*500)*curt_NumSntmsg+50e-

4*500*curt_NumRvdmsg; 

           double   TXRXERROR =((50e-4*500 +100e-

4*400*500)*(prev_pred_Snt_msg_num-(double)curt_NumSntmsg)+50e-

4*500*(prev_pred_Rvd_mesg_num-(double)curt_NumRvdmsg)); 

           P_Error= abs((AcvPrid_prev -ActiveTime)*74.7 +(LsnPrid_prev-

LisenTime)*52.2 + (SenPrid_Prev-SenseTime)* 38.72 + (SlepPrid_Prev -

P_prdict)*0.0255+TXRXERROR); 

           double threshold=((P_Error)/(E+TX_RX))*100; 

           EV<<"d"<<'\t'<<d<<endl; 
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           double preTXRX =(50e-4*500 +100e-

4*400*500)*pred_Snt_msg_num+50e-4*500*pred_Rvd_mesg_num; 

           double p= (AcvPrid_prev*74.7 +LsnPrid_prev*52.2+ 

SenPrid_Prev*38.72 +SlepPrid_Prev*0.0255)/100000; 

           E=(E+TX_RX)/100000; 

           double Tx_Rx_future=(50e-4*500 +100e-

4*400*500)*pred_Snt_msg_num+50e-4*500*pred_Rvd_mesg_num; 

           double futuCnsum =( A_prdict*74.7 + L_prdict*52.2 + 

S_prdict*38.72 + P_prdict*0.0255+Tx_Rx_future)/100000; 

           if(initial1==true)//initially all nodes send message to the 

monitoring node 

           { 

            Monitor* newMsg=new Monitor("init"); 

            newMsg->setSenderID(getIndex()); 

            newMsg->setCorrection(E); 

            newMsg->setEnergyChange(futuCnsum); 

           sendDirect(newMsg,monitor,"in"); 

           initial1=false; 

           Mprev=E; 

           Mbattry=Mbattry-Mprev; 

           M.collect(Mbattry); 

           MV.record(Mbattry); 

           msgcntToMonitor++; 

           Mprev=futuCnsum; 

           } 

           else if( (threshold>=1) )//compare the error of the prediction 

model with the threshold 

                                 //and decides if a message has to 

be sent to the monitoring node 

           { 

            Monitor* newMsg=new Monitor("common"); 

            newMsg->setCorrection(E); 

            newMsg->setEnergyChange(futuCnsum); 

            sendDirect(newMsg,monitor,"in"); 

            Mprev=E; 

            Mbattry=Mbattry-Mprev; 

            M.collect(Mbattry); 

            MV.record(Mbattry); 

            Mprev=futuCnsum; 

            msgcntToMonitor++; 

           } 

           else 

           { 

 

            Mbattry=Mbattry-Mprev; 

            M.collect(Mbattry); 

            MV.record(Mbattry); 

 

           } 

 

 

           CurentBattry=CurentBattry-E; 

           receduEnergy.collect(CurentBattry); 

           RecedueEnergyV.record(CurentBattry); 

           PredEnergyConsumption.collect(p); 
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          PredEngyCons.record(p); 

           EnergyConsumption.collect(E); 

           EngyCons.record(E); 

           Error.collect(d); 

           Error_Vector.record(d); 

           AcvPrid_prev= A_prdict; 

           LsnPrid_prev= L_prdict; 

           SenPrid_Prev= S_prdict; 

           SlepPrid_Prev=P_prdict; 

           prev_pred_Snt_msg_num=pred_Snt_msg_num; 

           prev_pred_Rvd_mesg_num=pred_Rvd_mesg_num; 

           pred_Snt_msg_num=0; 

           pred_Rvd_mesg_num=0; 

           curt_NumRvdmsg=0; 

           curt_NumSntmsg=0; 

           L_prdict=0; 

           S_prdict=0; 

           P_prdict=0; 

           A_prdict=0; 

 

           Pre_activeT=ActiveTime; 

           Pre_listenT=LisenTime; 

           pre_senseT=SenseTime; 

           pre_sleepT=SleepTime; 

           SleepTime=0; 

           SenseTime=0; 

           LisenTime=0; 

           ActiveTime=0; 

 

   } 

 

 

 

 

 

 

} 

void Source::pridict()//Predicts the amount of time the node will 

                       //spend in each state in the next period 

 

{ 

 double a=0.7; 

 double b=0.5; 

 

 for(int i=ActiveT.size()-1;i>=0;i-- ) 

 { 

 

  A_prdict= A_prdict + a * pow((1-a),ActiveT.size()-1-i) * (ActiveT[i]); 

 

 } 

 for(int i=ListeT.size()-1;i>=0;i-- ) 

  { 

 

   L_prdict= L_prdict + a * pow((1-a),ListeT.size()-1-i) * 

(ListeT[i]); 
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  } 

 for(int i=SenseT.size()-1;i>=0;i-- ) 

  { 

 

   S_prdict= S_prdict + a * pow((1-a),SenseT.size()-1-i) * 

(SenseT[i]); 

  } 

 for(int i=SleepT.size()-1;i>=0;i-- ) 

  { 

 

   P_prdict= P_prdict + a * pow((1-a),SleepT.size()-1-i) * 

(SleepT[i]); 

  } 

 for(int i=numRvdmsg.size()-1;i>=0;i--) 

 { 

 

  pred_Rvd_mesg_num = pred_Rvd_mesg_num + b*pow((1-b), numRvdmsg.size()-

1-i) * (numRvdmsg[i]); 

 } 

 for(int i=numSentmsg.size()-1;i>=0;i--) 

 { 

  pred_Snt_msg_num = pred_Snt_msg_num + b*pow((1-b), numSentmsg.size()-1-

i) * (numSentmsg[i]); 

 } 

 

 

 

} 

 double Source::routeTable(Routmsg * msg) 

 { 

 double r= sqrt((msg->getXpos()-50)*(msg->getXpos()-50)+(msg->getYpos()-

50)*(msg->getYpos()));//computes the aerial 

 //distance distance between two nodes 

 

 return r; 

 } 

 int  Source::compare(cObject*a,cObject *b) 

 { 

      Routmsg *aa= check_and_cast<Routmsg*> (a); 

      Routmsg *bb=check_and_cast< Routmsg*>(b); 

      double la=ProjectionDistance(aa->getXpos(),aa->getYpos(),aa); 

      double lb=ProjectionDistance(bb->getXpos(),bb->getYpos(),bb); 

      if(la<lb) 

       return 1; 

      else if(la>lb) 

       return -1; 

      else return 0; 

 

 

 } 

 void Source::BroadcastMessage(Routmsg* msg,int x)//broadcasts the message to all 

neighbors 

    { 

  if(x==1){ 

  for(unsigned int i=0;i<Gorebiat.size();i++) 
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      { 

 

       cModule * dest=Gorebiat[i]; 

       Routmsg * cpy= new Routmsg(*msg); 

       sendDirect(cpy,dest,"in"); 

      } 

           delete msg; 

 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   int output_size=gateSize("gate$o"); 

        for(int h=0;h<output_size;h++){ 

         Routmsg *cpy=new Routmsg (*msg); 

 

          send(cpy, "gate$o",h); 

          } 

 

          EV<<"message sent at :"<<simTime().str()<<"--From---

"<<getName()<<endl; 

  } 

    } 

 double Source::ProjectionDistance(int m,int n,Routmsg*msg)//calculates the 

transmission cost to a node 

 {   double sink_x_pos=50; 

     double sink_y_pos=50; 

  double B=-1; 

  int x_poss=msg->getCurrnt_x(); 

  int y_poss=msg->getCurrent_y(); 

  double A= (sink_y_pos - y_poss)/(sink_x_pos - x_poss); 

  double C= y_poss-A*x_poss; 

  double d= abs(A*m +B*n + C)/sqrt(A*A+ B*B); 

  double d2=sqrt(pow((m-x_poss),2)+pow((n-y_poss),2)); 

  double l=sqrt(pow(d2,2)-pow(d,2)); 

  return l; 

 } 

 double Source::NextArivalTime() 

 { 

   return 50*uniform(0.93,1);//uniformly distributed event arrival model 

 } 

 double Source::hotSpot() 

 { 

  return 300000*uniform(0.999,1); 

 } 

 void Source::finish()//when the simulation is finished the method will be called 

to save statistical data 

 { 

  recordStatistic(&M); 

  recordStatistic(&receduEnergy); 

     recordStatistic(&Error); 

     recordStatistic(&EnergyConsumption);// 

     char name[20]; 

     sprintf(name," msg cnt node ---%d",getIndex()); 

     recordScalar(name,msgcntToMonitor);//number of messages sent to the monitoring 

node 
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     sprintf(name,"REG on node ---%d",getIndex()); 

     recordScalar(name,CurentBattry);//Remaining energy on the node 

     sprintf(name,"wrt monitor ---%d",getIndex()); 

     recordScalar(name,Mbattry); 

     double x=(CurentBattry-Mbattry); 

     if(x<0) 

      x=x*-1; 

     sprintf(name,"Error ---%d",getIndex()); 

     recordScalar(name,x); 

 

 } 

}; // namespace 

 


